
DOMAINE REMORIQUET 

 

Ancient winegrowers roots 

The Remoriquet wine estate has been established in Nuits-Saint-Georges since four generations.   

Throughout the centuries, the family built a domain of 10 hectares on the appellation area of Nuits-Saint-

Georges and Vosne-Romanée. 

Gilles Remoriquet, wine grower and oenologist, has been working since 30 years to express with precision 

the complexity of each ‘terroir’ in his wines.  

 

Wines with character  

Like our fathers, we like wines with personality... Regardless of fashion or trends, we allow our wines to 

express the best of their ‘terroir’ and the characteristics of the vintage. 

Strength, power, matter... our wines affirm their temperament as they age and fiercefully face the pressure 

of time!  

 

Vine growing 

From our ancestors we inherited the true farmer values, the respect of the soil, the love of the authentic. We 

privilege both traditional and sustainable growing methods, adopting reasoned and limited treatments 

which respect the ecosystem of the vine. 

The yields are strictly controlled allowing all the grapes to reach complete maturity and to fully reveal the 

purity of the fruit. 

Environmently conscious, the Domain is HVE* and Terra Vitis certified. 

*Haute Valeur Environnementale – High Environment Value 

 

Wine making and ageing 

Respect of natural organoleptic qualities : alcoholic fermentation is a natural process, with healthy grapes 

no need for oenological products or sophisticated vinification methods. Just let the grape express its full 

potential. 

Long and controlled vatting guarantees the stability of the wines and a good extraction of the colour. In our 

winery, tradition goes hand in hand with modern technics. Our tanks are thermo-regulated (to control 

temperature), but the punching of the cap is still done manually like it has been done since generations. 

Ageing and bottling, a requirement of quality : wines are aged in oak barrels, a certain percentage of them 

new, over 18 months to 2 years, according to the vintage. 

Racking is performed according to Burgundy traditions, filtrations are soft and not systematic. 

High-quality material for bottling guarantees optimum bacteriological stability.     

 

 

 



Our appellations 

White 

Bourgogne Aligoté 

Bourgogne Hautes-Côtes-de-Nuits white 

Red 

Côteaux Bourguignons 

Bourgogne Hautes-Côtes-de-Nuits red 

Nuits-Saint-Georges 

Nuits-Saint-Georges ‘Les Allots’ 

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru ‘Les Bousselots’ 

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru ‘Rue de Chaux’ 

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru ‘ Les Damodes’ 

Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru ‘Les Saint-Georges’ 

Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru ‘Au-dessus des Malconsorts’ 

 

 


